WHY US?

THE BEST LEADERS NEVER STOP LEARNING

How can we help you?

The University of Dayton’s Center for Leadership is a unique and powerful resource that delivers innovative, world-class education to senior executives, emerging leaders, front line supervisors and professionals from corporate, non-profit, education and government organizations. Whether you choose to visit us or prefer we deliver programs at your location, we are your premier, one-stop shop for leadership development. Led by some of the top thought leaders in the industry, as well as regional and local experts, the Center’s programs are dynamic, engaging and transformative experiences that help leaders shape their organization into one that not just survives but truly thrives.

We provide leadership programs with measurable metrics and learning objectives that are mapped to Korn Ferry’s global competencies and focus on educating the whole person. Partner organizations leverage our curriculum and development tools to address a wide variety of organizational and personnel challenges.

How is the Center for Leadership different?

Unlike most executive education programs, we don’t employ a blanket approach. One size does not fit all. Creating leadership development solutions is a collaborative experience. We work to build lasting partnerships with individuals and organizations to ensure the content and methods used are research-based and relevant. Leaders are enabled to develop new skills and immediately apply their learning to get the results they need. This ensures we remain responsive to an ever-changing market providing organizations with the leadership development tools to innovate, transform and compete in today’s fast-paced business environment.

We help organizations:

- Develop and retain your top talent
- Increase engagement through employee development
- Prepare for succession by developing future executives
- Assess strengths and skill gaps and create development plans to increase leadership effectiveness
- Identify and build strong mentors to improve organizational relationships and foster knowledge transfer
- Develop cross-functional executive level leaders who can lead today’s organizations.

Our Programs

EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT
One day programs enable senior leaders to interact face-to-face and learn from some of the world’s most highly regarded and influential thinkers and thought leaders.

EMERGING LEADER CERTIFICATE
A year-long leadership and business skill development program that helps prepare top-performing mid-level leaders for success in executive roles.

SUPERVISORY LEADERSHIP CERTIFICATE
Managers or front-line supervisors develop the knowledge, tools, and supervisory skills necessary to be strong leaders who get results and solve today’s business challenges.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Focusing on key leadership topics, these programs help develop the tools and skills professionals and leaders at all levels need to help your organization thrive.

WOMEN LEAD
Maximize your leadership strengths with UDCL’s 2020 WOMEN LEAD certificate program.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
8-week online program focusing on three core frameworks: personal development, self-awareness, and teamwork.